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	Leverage the power of Android fragments to develop dynamic user interfaces for your apps


	Overview

	
		Learn everything you need to know to provide dynamic multi-screen UIs within a single activity
	
		Integrate the rich UI features demanded by today’s mobile users
	
		Understand the basics of using fragments and how to use them to create more adaptive and dynamic user experiences



	In Detail


	To create a dynamic and multi-pane user interface on Android, you need to encapsulate UI components and activity behaviors into modules that you can swap into and out of your activities. You can create these modules with the fragment class, which behaves somewhat like a nested activity that can define its own layout and manage its own lifecycle. When a fragment specifies its own layout, it can be configured in different combinations with other fragments inside an activity to modify your layout configuration for different screen sizes (a small screen might show one fragment at a time, but a large screen can show two or more).


	Creating Dynamic UI with Android Fragments shows you how to create modern Android applications that meet the high expectations of today’s users. You will learn how to incorporate rich navigation features like swipe-based screen browsing and how to create adaptive UIs that ensure your application looks fantastic whether run on a low cost smartphone or the latest tablet.


	This book looks at the impact fragments have on Android UI design and their role in both simplifying many common UI challenges and providing new ways to incorporate rich UI behaviors.


	You will learn how to use fragments to create UIs that automatically adapt to device differences. We look closely at the roll of fragment transactions and how to work with the Android back stack. Leveraging this understanding, we then explore several specialized fragment-related classes like ListFragment and DialogFragment as well as rich navigation features like swipe-based screen browsing.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the role and capabilities of fragments
	
		Explore the fragment-oriented features of Android Studio
	
		Create an app UI that works effectively on smartphones and tablets
	
		Use fragments to create engaging navigation capabilities like swipe-based screen browsing
	
		Work with special purpose fragment classes like ListFragment and DialogFragment
	
		Dynamically manage fragments using the FragmentTransaction class
	
		Learn appropriate application design for communicating between fragments
	
		Efficiently handle fragment creation and lifecycle
	
		Simplify cross-thread UI handling with fragments
	
		Form multi-screen UIs that run within a single activity



	Approach


	A fast-paced tutorial that guides you through everything you need to know about dynamic UI design for Android devices.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for developers with a basic understanding of Android programming who would like to improve the appearance and usability of their applications. Whether you’re looking to create a more interactive user experience, create more dynamically adaptive UIs, provide better support for tablets and smartphones in a single app, reduce the complexity of managing your app UIs, or you are just trying to expand your UI design philosophy, then this book is for you.
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Psychopathology: Foundations for a Contemporary UnderstandingRoutledge, 2007

	Psychopathology is intended for first-year graduate students in clinical psychology, counseling psychology, and related fields, and it has been specifically designed to meet the needs of students in these courses. Maddux and Winstead have brought together the most distinguished researchers in the fields of clinical psychology and...
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Beginning AndroidApress, 2009
Learn how to develop applications for Android mobile devices using simple examples, ready to run with your copy of the SDK. Author and Android columnist, writer, developer, and community advocate Mark L Murphy shows you what you need to know to get started on programming Android applications–everything from crafting GUIs to...
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Getting the Most from InstagramPeachpit Press, 2011

	If you’re reading this book, chances are you’ve already downloaded the free Instagram app for your iPhone, have snapped a few photos on your own, and probably posted a handful as well. Maybe you have some followers, maybe you don’t... perhaps you’ve found a few interesting Instagram photographers to follow and have...
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Real World Camera Raw with Adobe Photoshop CSPeachpit Press, 2004

	Call it a control thing, but until recently--or, more specifically, until the availability of digital raw camera formats--you simply weren't ready to make the move to digital photography. Raw formats, however, changed all of that by allowing you to retrieve images before any in-camera processing has been performed. Photoshop's...
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The Power of Real-Time Social Media Marketing: How to Attract and Retain Customers and Grow the Bottom Line in the Globally Connected WorldMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Today's Hottest Trends for On-the-Spot Marketing!


	"A must read for media and marketers.”

	—Alan Cohen, CEO, OMD USA


	"What do fish tacos, data storage, and disaster relief all have in common? Each has harnessed the power of marketing that amplifies via the real-time social web....
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for Java EE Study Guide (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Definitive, Comprehensive SCEA Exam Prep–Straight from Sun’s Exam Developers!


	 


	This book delivers complete, focused review for Sun’s...
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